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A simple but elegant design that is expanding the versatility 
of the common dolly shot. Born on-set, the Dutti Dolly has 
evolved directly from the demands of cinematographers to 
either get low or move in tight spaces without sacrificing 
stability. James Saldutti, a Dolly Grip known as ‘Dutti’ in the 
Hollywood community, began developing this dolly nearly 15 
years ago. Since that time, the Dutti Dolly has been used on 
hundreds of feature films, television shows and commercials.

Its 8 inline skate wheels and universal stand brackets allow it ride smoothly on speed rail or on tubing found in a local hardware store such 
as round, square, angle or PVC. It’s perfect for smaller or traveling productions where fast set-ups are required and equipment is limited. 
Despite its small size, Dutti Dolly remains incredibly stable and adaptable. It can be mounted on the ground, on stands or apple boxes, over 
or underslung without the wobble seen on other small dollies. The compact footprint is easy to set-up and transport, yet large and durable 
enough for standing or sitting applications, and is compatible with mounting tripods, bazookas, tilt plates and other accessories. There is no 
other dolly in the world like it.
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The Tripod Wing kit was designed to 
accommodate mid-level and floor spreader 
tripods with a 30” diameter or less.

Provides support for square and round 
tracks and easily attach to any of our stands.

Give additional rolling support for faster, 
more aggressive moves when using round 
track like speed rail.

•Dutti Dolly™ (One of 5 Colors) ( 1 )

•Universal Stand Brackets ( 3 )

•3/8” Threaded to Baby Pin ( 2 )

•Mitchell 75mm Bowl ( 1 )

•Mitchell 100mm Bowl ( 1 )

•Mitchell 150mm Bowl ( 1 )

•Mitchell Riser ( 1 )

•Rental Case ( 1 )

Designed to elevate your fluid head by 21/2”. 
This may be required when using a gear 
head or when using a bowl adapter.

Use with Doorway, Round-D-Round, Dutti or
any other dolly! Junior male pin on the end.
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The Slider Stand™ PN 249561 
used with Universal Stand Brackets 

PN 249561


